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EO4wildlife Project Overview 

EO4wildlife main objective is to bring large number of multidisciplinary scientists such as biologists, 
ecologists and ornithologists around the world to collaborate closely together while using European 
Sentinel Copernicus Earth Observation more heavily and efficiently. 

In order to reach such important objective, an open service platform and interoperable toolbox will be 
designed and developed. It will offer high level services that can be accessed by scientists to perform their 
respective research. The platform front end will be easy-to-use, access and offer dedicated services that 
will enable them process their geospatial environmental stimulations using Sentinel Earth Observation data 
that are intelligently combined with other observation sources. 

Specifically, the EO4wildlife platform will enable the integration of Sentinel data, ARGOS archive databases 
and real time thematic databank portals, including Wildlifetracking.org, Seabirdtracking.org, and other 
Earth Observation and MetOcean databases; locally or remotely, and simultaneously. 

EO4wildlife research specialises in the intelligent management big data, processing, advanced analytics and 
a Knowledge Base for wildlife migratory behaviour and trends forecast. The research will lead to the 
development of web-enabled open services using OGC standards for sensor observation and 
measurements and data processing of heterogeneous geospatial observation data and uncertainties. 

EO4wildlife will design, implement and validate various scenarios based on real operational use case 
requirements in the field of wildlife migrations, habitats and behaviour. These include: 

 Management tools for regulatory authorities to achieve real-time advanced decision-making on the 
protection of protect seabird species; 

 Enhancing scientific knowledge of pelagic fish migrations routes, reproduction and feeding 
behaviours for better species management;  

 Enable researchers better understand the movement behaviour of sea turtle populations; and 

 Setting up tools to assist marine protected areas and management. 

Abbreviations and Glossary 

A common glossary of terms for all EO4wildlife deliverables, as well as a list of abbreviations, can be found 
in the public document “EO4wildlife Glossary” available at EO4wildlife.eu. 

 

http://eo4wildlife.eu/
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Executive Summary 

This document provides in a first section a description of the functionalities available in EO4wildlife 
platform v3.0 and in the second section a user guide that details the platform functionalities.  

This document is intended to all users of the EO4wildlife platform v3. It gives an overview of the 
functionalities and the first guidelines to work with the platform. 

Version 3.0 of the platform has been released end of November 2017, in order to enable a first validation in 
December, and a 3.0.1 patch version was delivered with this early feedback. At the moment, a new 3.1 
version is planned to be delivered in January 2018. This version should be the last version of the platform 
providing new features. Final version of the platform should only address feedback from the users: bug 
fixing, robustness improvement, evolutions on ergonomic aspects, etc. 

As complementary material the paper describing the EO4wildlife Cloud Platform presented to the 2017 
Conference on Big Data from Space (BiDS'17), held in Toulouse in November 2017, is provided as Annex. 
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1 Release Note 

1.1 SparkInData 

EO4wildlife is built upon the technical basis of the SparkInData infrastructure. The SparkInData system 
deals with underlying lowest layers of the platform (infrastructure, cluster management, container 
orchestration). SparkInData also provides some on the shelf components that are reused by EO4wildlife 
(see [1] for more details). 

No change was performed in the SparkIndata application layer between EO4wildlife v2 and v3. The only 
evolution on the underlying layer was on the cloud provider hosting all the platform virtual machine, which 
was moved from Helix Nebula to Atos Canopy TAI to ensure a more robust and reliable infrastructure. 

1.2 EO4Wildlife 

1.2.1 2017 Version history 

Intermediate versions of the platform have been released between the 2.0 version in February 2017 and 
the 3.0 in November 2017. The following table recaps the history of the 2.X versions released in 2017. 

Version Release Date Main Features 

2.0 2017, February 28th - Security and user base management 

- Support for user workspace 

- Data and processing service catalogue 

- Deployment of thematic processing services ("Pelagic Fishes" and 
"Seabirds") 

- Processing service execution 

2.1 2017, June 12th - Plugging of the  processing service with the data catalogue (automatic sub-
setting and download of metocean data from the CMEMS platform) 

- Generic mechanism to parametrize the processing service executions 

- Integration of new processing services (speed_filter, turning filter, discard, 
position_quality_filter, regular_locations, redundancy_filter, 
track_reprojection, track_gridding, track_sampling, 
track_circular_sampling) 

2.2 2017, July 21st - Data management with local data cache to decrease the amount of data to 
be downloaded 

- Ingestion service for Seabirds and Seaturtle tracking data 

- Interoperability with external application 

2.3 2017, October 12th - Data management improved 

- Visualization panel for tracking and metocean data 

- Securing of user private workspace 

- Improvement on the feedback provided to users on the processing service 
execution (precise execution status, displaying of the logs…) 

Table 1: 2.X versions history 
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1.2.2 Platform V3.0 

The version 3.0 of the platform has been released end of November 2017, in order to enable a validation 
phase in December. The following table recaps the features included in this version. 

Version Release Date Main Features 

3.0 2017, November 27th  - Improvement of the service execution mechanism to be easier to use 
(selection of metocean variable instead of technical product 

- Ingestion service for Marine Mammals tracking data 

- Converter service to download tracking data as CSV files 

- Improvement on the visualization panel 

- Access to new products from CLS data-store  

- Improvement on the WORKSPACE panel (create/delete folders, 
rename/copy/move files) 

- Integration of new processing services (new version of TurningFilter, 
KernelDensity) 

Table 2: Version 3.0 features 

1.2.3 Patch v3.0.1 

After a validation phase performed early December 2017, non-conformance and evolution tickets were 
provided by the validation team. In order to fix the major issues and enable progress in the validation, a 
3.0.1 patch version was delivered on December 13th. The following table recaps the fixes and features 
included in this version. 
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Issue ID Summary Description 

1 Speed filter XML Seabirds CSV to XML converter has to be fixed: XML 
validation at the output of the converter has to 
implemented and a new format of the XSD has to be 
integrated 

2 New value for ageEnum for seabirds and 
sea mammals 

Evolution on the XSD format in order to fix issue 1 

3 XML to CSV converter in error There is a problem on the visualization of the output. 

4 Copy of a file in failure It is not possible to copy a file from a public area to a user 
private workspace. 

5 Layers management In the visualization panel, offer the possibility to 
rename/delete layers. This is a feature planned for v3.1 
that was released ahead of planned time. 

6 Ingest metocean data service Service to download data from a geographic and temporal 
bounding box without any other processing. This is a 
feature planned for v3.1 that was released ahead of 
planned time. 

7 Need clearer upload area defined in 
workspace 

Area to upload files by drag and drop in the Workspace 
panel was not covering all the files area. 

8 'new folder / upload' pop-up still sticks in 
window 

When uploading files the pop-up often does not clear 
unless the page is refreshed. 

9 CSVtoXMLConverter: date format is not 
convenient to work with in Excel 

Date format in the outputted CSV files is not convenient to 
work with in Excel and should be modified. 

10 Sea turtle CSV to XML converter The device Model is GPS. It should be ARGOS in this 
context.  

11 Track Sampling XML NOT working Metocean data downloads are failing systematically for 
some of the products. 

12 Improvement of log for downloads of 
METOC data 

In the TrackSampling service, the set of datasets which are 
proposed should be compliant with the area and the time 
period of interest selected by the user. If not possible, the 
error message should be more significant, and display the 
MOTU error. 

13 Search services by title or description The processing services can be found through their title or 
description. The matching words are highlighted to easy 
the visualization of the results.   

Table 3: Patch 3.0.1 features 

1.2.4 Planned v3.1 (January 2018) 

A 3.1 version is planned to be delivered in January 2018. The following table recaps the features included in 
this version. 
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Version Release Date Main Features 

3.1 Planned on 2018, 
January 22

nd
  

- Bathymetry ETOPO1 file available in the catalogue (only available as a 
static file for now) 

- Improved metocean product description : link to metadata from catalogue 
+ minimum info on the product in the service description (all services using 
EO data from catalogue) 

- Propose CSV to XML converters at the upload stage (with a description of 
the expected CSV format) 

- Integration of the Pelagic Fish processing service with asynchronous 
metocean downloading 

- Construction of workflow of processing services 

- Improvements of the visualization panel : more convenient configuration 
of the legends, displaying of a continuous track instead of isolated points, 
Visualization of outputs in shapefile format 

Table 4: Version 3.1 planned features 

This version should be the last version of the platform providing new features. Latest version of the 
platform should only address feedback from the users: bug fixing, robustness improvement, evolutions on 
ergonomic aspects, etc. 
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2 User Guide 

2.1 Access URL 

The URL to access the delivered platform is the following: 

http://eo4wildlife.default.eo.sparkindata.com 

The current version of the platform is still restricted to project partners and the internal validation team. 
The platform is online but not yet at the level of a public release. 

2.2 Platform interface 

The web application is designed following the specifications described in Deliverable 1.1, the design is 
focused to be intuitive to use and access by scientists and people interested in. 

The application can be divided in two main parts:  

 Navigation bar: allows the user navigating through the application (cf. Figure 1). The navigation bar 
has fixed position on the top, to be always accessible to the user independently of the main 
content of the application.  In the right side the user can view their username.  

 

Figure 1: Main navigation bar 

 

Clicking on the user login at the top right of the page, the user can see which version of the 
platform they are using, can send a mail to the platform help desk or can logout form the platform. 

 

Figure 2: About window 

 

 Body: this is a dynamic content that changes based on the user´s requirements. In the main page 
there are sections that redirect the user to each specific page (cf. Figure 3). 

http://eo4wildlife.default.eo.sparkindata.com/
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Figure 3: Main view 

2.3 User management 

Accessing the platform requires a login/password. Users are not able to create a user account through the 
platform interface. The user base is populated by the platform administrators. 

When accessing the platform, a dialog will raise before any interaction with the application (cf. Figure 4). 
This dialog cannot be closed by the user until he provides their credentials. 

 

Figure 4: Login dialog 

2.4 User Data management 

The platform provides the WORKSPACE tab for all users to manage their personal activities and data. Data 
on the platform can be: 

 Private user data, uploaded by the users to their workspace 

 Public data, uploaded on the platform by administrators 

When a user registers for the first time, a private folder is automatically created in the workspace with the 
user's name, and behind it, two sub-folders: 

 input_dir: this directory is where the applications will search for the inputs needed for executing 
the workflows. Users upload to this directory these data. 
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 process_dir: processing results after task execution are stored in this folder 

 

Figure 5: User workspace 

To upload files into the user private workspace, the button (highlighted in red) has to be clicked, and a 
dialog will appear containing a file explorer to allow the user finding the file he wants to upload into the 
platform (cf. Figure 6). From this dialog, users can also create new folder in their private workspace. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Upload file functionality 

If the right button is clicked on a selected file, a context sensitive menu will appear with different 
functionalities: 

 Download: download the file to his local machine 

 Download as CSV: available only on XML files. This functionality will convert the XML to CSV and 
download it to the local machine  

 Rename: rename the file in the platform 

 Move: move the file to another location on the platform 
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 Copy: copy the file to another location on the platform 

 Delete: delete the file on the platform 

Each user can also access the public folder for static and reference data made available by the platform 
administrators. The management of this folder content is strictly reserved to administrators, thus the 
access for common users is read-only. 

2.5 Product management 

A catalogue is implemented in the PRODUCTS tab for product discovering among what is offered in the 
platform (cf. Figure 8). The catalogue has a search engine that allows the user to set his search criteria 
(categories, keywords, creation time, etc.). 

 

 
Figure 7: Catalogue initial page 

 

 

Figure 8: Product catalogue and search engine 

The user can also view the details for every product in the catalogue, for example the spatial extent, 
temporal extent, metadata and a short description (cf. Figure 9).  

Search 
Engine

Catalogue 
main page
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Figure 9: Detail of a product (product catalogue) 

2.6 Services management 

2.6.1 Service execution 

The SERVICES tab displays all the available processing services that the user can launch. 
 

 

Figure 10: v3 platform workflow catalogue 

Also the services can be found using the search input on top of the list of services, this component allows to 
the user search the services by title or description. The matching words are highlighted to show in a better 
way (cf. Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Searching services by description. 

When the user clicks on one of the services, a box appears with a brief description of the workflow and the 
specific inputs needed to run it (cf. Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Selecting input data and run a service (1) 

Clicking on the Workspace button on an input data (see Figure 13) allows to select it from the user 
workspace input_dir folder. 
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Figure 13: Selecting input data and run a service (2) 

Clicking on the Catalog button on an input data (see Figure 13) allows to select it from the metocean 
product catalog. Note that for flexibility purpose an input can offer the choice to select data either from the 
workspace of from the catalogue. For more details on the product selection from the catalogue see 2.6.2 
Metocean product selection. 

Before executing the processing service, the user can select or not the options "Publish inputs for 
visualization" and "Publish outputs for visualization". These options trigger the generation of the 
geographic layers that can be visualized in the VISUALIZATION tab (see 2.7 Data visualization). These 
geographic layers are generated from the processing inputs and outputs. For instance: 

 Metocean data downloaded at the beginning of a service execution (for instance the TrackSampling 
service) are inputs 

 For a filtering service (such as SpeedFilter), input is the initial tracking data, output is the filtered 
tracking data. Layers can be generated from both in order to compare input and output of the 
filter. 

Once the workflow execution has been launched with the selected input data, the status of the execution 
can be monitored on the EXECUTIONS tab (see 2.6.3 Execution status). 

2.6.2 Metocean product selection 

Clicking on the Catalog button on a service box description opens the "Select input data from catalog" 
window that allow the user to specify the metocean data he wants to use. This process is done in 3 steps: 

 The first step is the "Define data geospatial coverage" window in which the user can select a 
geographic bounding box and a temporal period. 
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Figure 14: Define geospatial coverage (1) 

On this step, the user can either enter manually the geographic and temporal boundaries or use 
the "Get data from tracking file" button. This function is only available for service using both 
tracking and metocean data, and only if tracking data has been selected before metocean data. In 
this case, the button automatically extracts the geographic and temporal boundaries from the 
tracking data and autofill the fields in the panel. 
 

 

Figure 15: Define geospatial coverage (2) 

 The second step is the "Select products" window in which the user can select the environmental 
variable and the product he wants to use. First it selects the variable from a list of available variable 
in the spatial and temporal frame that was previously defined (only the available variables in that 
frame are proposed). 
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Figure 16: Select products (1) 

When the user has chosen a variable, the list of products providing this variable is proposed. 
 

 

Figure 17: Select products (2) 

The user can then click on the  button to add the chosen product to the list of selected 
products. 
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Figure 18: Select products (3) 

Depending on the services, one or several products can be selected. When the user has finished his 
selection, they can click on the OK button and come back to the service description box, that now    
display the details of the selected metocean input data. 
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Figure 19: Select products (4) 

2.6.3 Execution status 

The user can view all the services they have executed and their details in the EXECUTIONS tab.  

In the displayed table, as can be seen in the Figure 20; the first column shows different colours based on 
the status of each execution:  
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Process Status Colour Signification 

Downloading 
Data 

Grey 
The platform is downloading data that the processing service needs 
for its execution 

Download 
Failed 

Red 
An error occurred during the download of the data. See the logs for 
more details (this might be caused by the data provider) 

Download 
Succeeded 

Grey Data has been downloaded successfully 

Preparing Data Grey 
The platform is preparing the data for the processing service 
(merging of the different files downloaded to provide a single file to 
the processing service) 

Preparing Data 
Failed 

Red 
An error occurred during the preparation of the data. See the logs 
for more details 

Data Ready Grey Data is ready and the actual processing service execution can start 

Process 
Accepted 

Green 
The processing service is in a queue ready to be executed but 
waiting for available resources on the platform 

Process 
Started 

Green The processing service is being executed 

Process Failed Red 
An error occurred during the processing service execution. See the 
logs for more details 

Process 
Succeeded 

Blue 
The processing service has been executed without error. See the log 
for more details on the execution 

Table 5: Process Status 

 

 

Figure 20: Execution status view 

In the History of executions table, the user can: 

 Sort the rows following one of the columns 

 Search in all or in a selection of columns (cf. Figure 21) 

 Go into the execution folder in its workspace with the link in the Path EO4wildlife column 

 See the log of a specific execution with the  button 

 Replay an execution (with the same input data and parameters) with the  button 

 Delete an execution from the history (this also delete the execution folder in its workspace) with 

the  button 
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Figure 21: Show/hide columns and filter by column 

2.7 Data visualization 

The VISUALIZATION tab allows the users to display geographic layers generated from the inputs and 
outputs of the processing service they have executed (if the right option was set, see 2.6.1 Service 
execution). 

 

Figure 22: Visualization panel, Available layers tab 

A tab "Available layers" is displayed on the left side of the panel. For each layer, the user can add it to the 
map, rename it or delete it. Layers can represent tracking data (set of points) or metocean data (full-extent 
coverage of an area). 
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Figure 23: Visualization panel, Active layers tab 

The tab "Active layers" list the layers displayed on the map. For each layer, the user can configure its scale 
(this function is only available for metocean layer), rename it, delete it or remove it from the map (it is then 
moved back to the Available layers tab). 

 

Figure 24: Tab Active layers tab, layers manipulation 

Layers have a time dimension: the date associated to each point in a tracking data layer or date of each 
sampling in a metocean data layer. They can be animated over time to show the temporal correlation 
between two datasets (see Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Layers animation 
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3 Conclusion 

This document describes the current status of the EO4wildlife platform, and provides a guide to get started 
in the platform utilization. 

This version of the platform allows different users to upload, manage and use their personal data on the 
platform, to explore a catalogue of products, to run, monitor and manage processing service executions 
and to visualize results generated by these processing services. 

The platform V3.0.1 is already available to partners. The 3.1 version will be delivered to partners early 2018 
and will be made available to more users later in 2018. Users' feedback will still be analyzed in order to 
improve the existing functionalities. 
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Annex I: EO4wildlife: A Cloud platform to exploit satellite data for 

animal protection 

The paper describing the EO4wildlife Cloud Platform presented to the 2017 Conference on Big Data from 
Space (BiDS'17), held in Toulouse in November 2017, is provided as Annex. 
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ABSTRACT 

EO4wildlife brings large number of multidisciplinary 
scientists such as marine biologists, ecologists and 
ornithologists to collaborate closely together while using 
European Sentinel Copernicus earth observation data more 
efficiently on a platform available over Internet dedicated to 
environment study and animal protection [1]. A 
comprehensive set of processing services and data 
connectors are available on the platform providing to 
scientists powerful tools to build innovative animal 
protection applications. 

Index Terms— Copernicus, Platform as a service, big-
data, cloud computing, earth observation data, data 
analytics, animal protection 

1. INTRODUCTION  

All the new sets of data provided by Copernicus satellites 
open up the way for hundreds of innovative scenarios to 
combine animal tracking data with remotely-sensed earth 
observation data. In order to reach such important 
capabilities, an open service platform and interoperable 
toolbox supported by a scalable cloud infrastructure are 
being designed and implemented. It offers high level data 
processing services. The platform front end will offer 
dedicated services that will enable scientists to connect with 
several animal tracking databases, access large data 
collections from Copernicus satellites, sample relevant 
environmental indicators, and finally run environmental 
models and simulations using these big data sources in a 
scalable processing environment. 
The research is leading to the development of web-enabled 
service compliant to OGC2 (Open Geospatial Consortium) 
enabling data interoperability in geospatial data access and 
processing services. 

2. PROBLEMATIC 

Scientists can use the huge Copernicus datasets for various 
purposes. Mainly, they aim at identifying the key 
environmental factors that drive the distributions of animals. 
By building predictive models the goal is to improve 

management and decision-making about animal protection. 
Model results are extrapolated, in line with various climate 
change scenarios, to determine likely future population 
distributions and aid understanding of how environmental 
conditions may alter phenology and demographic processes. 
Exploiting these rich datasets is a challenge for scientists. A 
wide diversity of products are available through different 
systems, platforms and interfaces, but this profusion of 
options can be overwhelming and scientists do not always 
have the technical capabilities to access these sources and to 
process the downloaded data. That’s why the EO4wildlife 
platform aims at providing a quick and easy access to a 
comprehensive set of EO datasets, as well as a toolbox of 
services for data filtering, processing and visualization. 

3. CLOUD APPLICATION 

Generally, cloud application stands for applications 
deployed over Internet with flexible pay-as-you-use 
infrastructure, "big-data" storage and scalable web services. 
The EO4wildlife platform perfectly fit with this description. 
In particular, several layers can be distinguished when 
dealing with applications on the cloud. The Infrastructure as 
a Service layer – IaaS – provides flexibility and efficiency in 
order to easily scale out processing and storage capabilities. 
The Platform as a Service layer – PaaS – deals with 
applicative components deployment, resource management 
and security issues. The Software as a Service layer – SaaS 
– allows user to access the required data and to configure 
and run the service available on the platform. 
There are many benefits with such an approach. Besides the 
economical and practical aspects, there is a strong incentive 
for sharing. On the platform, everyone can be both a 
producer and a consumer, and discover new opportunities 
within the community. EO4wildlife offers a catalogue of 
resources and added value services that is continuously 
enriched as new members join and contribute to the 
ecosystem. 
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4. DATA ACCESS 

4.1. Tracking Data 

EO4wildlife aims at being connected to existing platforms 
where scientists host their data. Initially the Seabird 
(http://seabirdtracking.org/) and the Seaturtle 
(http://seaturtle.org/) tracking databases are targeted.  
The Seabird Tracking Database aggregates data from more 
than 150 contributors to provide the largest collection of 
seabird tracking data in existence. In total, the Seabird 
Tracking Database holds information for 114 species in 
more than 11 million locations, corresponding to more than 
20 thousand tracks.  It serves as a central store for seabird 
tracking data from around the world and aims to help further 
seabird conservation work and support the tracking 
community. 
The seaturtle.org platform hosts Argos tracking data for all 
seven species of sea turtle and around 70 other animal 
species that include cetaceans, pinnipeds, elasmobranchs 
and birds located around the globe. The platform hosts data 
for over 1000 tracking projects and has amassed over 14 
million data points. 

4.2. Environmental Data 

The EO4wildlife platform provides connectors to access 
data from various data sources, such as the CMEMS [2] 
catalogue, indexing hundreds of ocean-related EO products, 
or the AVISO catalogue for the altimetry domain. An 
internal EO4wildlife data catalogue is maintained to 
aggregate products from all these external sources.  
Environmental datasets generally are voluminous. The 
Figure 1 is an example of a dataset that is used on the 
platform. This dataset provides data on sea surface 
temperature and sea ice concentration during a 10 year 
period from 2007 to 2017 for a global geographic coverage. 
The overall size for the dataset is near 0.5 Terabytes. The 
platform aims at targeting tens of datasets similar to this 
one. 

5. PROCESSING SERVICES 

The platform hosts a series of basic data analytics services 
to enable scientists to implement analytic workflows [3]. 
These services can be divided in three main categories.  

5.1. Pre-processing and Aggregation 

The first one is data pre-processing and aggregation. It 
includes the pre-processing, cleaning and aggregation of the 
data prior to the analytical step. The pre-processing of 
geospatial data sets is an important step when dealing with 
potentially imprecise information such as animal positions. 
These services allow to recognize and to eliminate all data 
elements which are clearly unrealistic considering the 
knowledge of the domain. (E.g. the animal is not capable of 

travelling at such velocities). Moreover, the pre-processing 
services allow filling missing data values and accommodate 
different data grids by interpolating values which were not 
directly collected and represented in the data sets. 
Aggregation services reconcile data represented with 
different spatial or temporal resolutions providing 
functionalities to sample environmental observations and 
aggregate them in the right granularity to fuel niche 
modelling algorithms. In this category are also included 
services to process animal tracks, to provide grouping of 
tracks in trips or gridding a number of tracks to study the 
population distribution. 
 

 
Figure 1: EO Dataset volume 

5.2. Data Mining 

The second category is data mining and contains services 
processing animal tracks and satellite marine observations in 
order to model animals’ use of space and correlate this 
information with available environmental observations. This 
category is further subdivided in two sub-categories of 
services: animal tracks based services and statistical 
environmental services.  
Animal tracks based services analyse the tracks alone in 
order to estimate the animals’ home range and the foraging 
grounds. 
Statistical environmental services assess the statistical 
relevance of environmental observations in modelling 
animals’ presence and implement environmental niche 
models (ENM) to understand the marine species’ habitats. 
Data mining techniques have been implemented in different 
scenarios to model the preferred animals’ habitat following 
a literature review for each marine species. At the moment 
these modelling techniques include: 

• Environmental Envelope Model (EEM) 
• Generalised Additive Model (GAM) 
• Generalised Linear Model (GLM) 
• Boosted Regression Trees (BRT) 
• Random Forests (RF) 
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These services support scientists in modeling marine animal 
niches by means of environmental observations which can 
then be used in creating projections of animal presences in 
the future (see Figure 2 for an example of niche model 
produced using RF). 
 

 
Figure 2: Marine turtle habitat modelled using RF near 

Cape Verde (August 2009) 

5.3. High Level Fusion Services 

The last category contains high level fusion services. These 
services make use of multiple data sources to better estimate 
animals’ position, behavior and modelling animals’ habitats. 
This category includes the Track & Loc service which 
enables the estimation of submarine trajectories for animals 
equipped with pop-up or archival tags [6].  

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1. Architecture Overview 

The platform is composed of several functional components. 
An internal data catalogue aggregates georeferenced 
products metadata from various external sources. An 
ingestion component allows retrieving this data on-demand 
for exploitation by the platform services. The service 
manager component allows developers to manage the 
lifecycle and the execution of their services. At the end of 
the chain, EO4wildlife makes available built-in visualization 
features for standard geographic data (OGC WMS/WFS 
standards) produced by the services. 
The service management mechanism is built on the 
containerization concept (i.e. Docker [4]). By encapsulating 
each service into an independent and self-sufficient 
container, the platform ensures total freedom for the service 
developers (preventing language, framework or libraries 
constraints) and an easy portability on the cloud. An 

orchestration technology (i.e. Kubernetes [5]) is used to 
manage container life cycle so that the underlying 
infrastructure becomes totally transparent. This technical 
architecture based on standards aims at creating a 
collaboration space for scientists in term of data and service 
sharing 

 
Figure 3: Functional view 

6.2. Data Management 

The ambition of EO4wildlife is to grant scientists easy 
access to tens of earth observation datasets, thus dealing 
with terabytes of data (see 4.2). Instead of hosting 
permanently all the data to the platform, a repository is set 
up and acts as a local cache from the remote data 
warehouse. Data is day by day downloaded following 
platform user's requests and temporarily stored on the local 
cache. This cache is common to all users. When providing 
data to a service, the platform deals with the merging of 
these daily files in order to have one global file 
corresponding to what was requested for the service 
execution. Finally, a periodical purge mechanism ensures 
that the cache size does not overreach the local disk size. 

6.3. Interoperability 

Integrating smoothly the EO4wildlife platform into the 
existing ecosystems of animal monitoring applications is a 
key element for scientists. EO4wildlife was designed to 
complete existing systems. For this purpose, it provides 
convenient interface for external application to upload data 
into the platform. Indeed the internal module in charge of 
the file management on the server side exposes a REST web 
service enabling any external application (Seabird and 
Seaturtle for instance) to upload data to the platform. 
Data exchange between different platforms can be 
challenging because every tracking database has its own 
format, generally csv-like text files. To address this issue, 
the EO4wildlife project defined an XML format specific to 
the animal tracking domain. Any tracking data can be 
converted to this format using a configurable CSV to XML 
converter. Configurations for the Seabird and Seaturtle file 
format are already deployed on the platform. All the 
services offered by the platform should use this standard 
format. Besides an improvement on services coherence and 
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versatility, the standard self-described format has other 
advantages. Date information becomes much more 
exploitable, for instance for automatic animation over time 
of the tracking points and automatic extraction of spatial 
coordinates is possible when fusing tracking and earth 
observation data. 

6.4. Data Visualization 

 

Figure 4: Visualization panel screenshot 

The platform provides a visualization panel (see Figure 3) 
for tracking and earth observation data. This feature uses the 
OGC web standards for geographic data representation and 
a frontend panel based on multi layers visualization. 
Tracking data are handled as WFS [7] layers and earth 
observation product as WMS [8] layers. All the data used as 
inputs and/or outputs of processing services can be 
automatically transformed into displayable layers that can 
be overlaid. All the layers holding a time dimension can also 
be animated over time, which allows the highlighting of the 
key environmental factors on animal migration.  

7. CONCLUSION & NEXT STEPS 

This paper presents the services that the EO4wildlife 
platform can offer to the scientific community in order to 
develop innovative use cases based on the new generation of 
earth observation data. The developments of the platform 
will continue until 2018, developing new features following 
the needs of the project scientific partners and securing what 
exists to prepare the opening to a larger public. 
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